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The R11CC
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≫ Funded by the U.S. 
Department of Education to 
assist four state education 
agencies

≫ Collaborates with the NDE 
on initiatives to support TSI 
and ATSI schools 
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Does this sound familiar?



≫ Engage with colleagues
≫ Collaborate with content experts
≫ Learn from successes and challenges 
≫ Network
≫ Develop a team approach
≫ Serve and support kids
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Purpose of the Learning Communities 



School Improvement Core Beliefs

≫ We believe…
> in the value of work already taking place in schools
> all schools can improve
> demography is not destiny
> school improvement is fundamentally about equity
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Virtual Learning Norms 

≫ Be present
≫ Be engaged
≫ Be courageous
≫ Take and maintain an inquiry stance
≫ Remain student-focused
≫ Use cameras as comfortable 
≫ Move beyond “I know that” to “Now what?”
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Introducing: 
Kent Davis
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Goals for Today’s Session 
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≫ Participants will:
> Hear more about the value of data-driven decision-making
> Understand the importance of developing clear, enduring, 

and asset-driven focus questions
> Learn more about the four types of data
> Discuss next steps on involvement and participation in the 

Learning Community series



Success Criteria for Today’s Session 
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≫ I can develop an equity-focused focus 
question for an initiative that supports 
TSI/ATSI school improvement.

≫ I can create a data inventory to 
support the focus question.

≫ I can classify the data in my inventory 
based on the four types of data.



Data-Driven Decision Making
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A Lesson on Data-Driven Decision Making: 
Cholera in the 1800s 
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Cholera and Water Sources

1854 John Snow



Solution

What Often Happens



What Should Happen

Collaborate

Data disaggregation, 
explore root causes, 
and identify priority 
areas of the school

Strategize and prioritize 
your next steps

Modify existing 
practices using selected 

evidence-based 
strategies/interventions

Evaluate and 
renegotiate your goals
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Nebraska Department of Education (2019)



Steps for Data-Driven Decision Making
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Understand Data
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≫ What do we want to know?
≫ What data do you have to explore what you want to know?
≫ What data do you need to analyze what you to know?



The Value of Focus

“The school leader’s ability to select the right work is a critical aspect 
of effective leadership. It might be the case that teachers and 

administrators in a low-performing school are working ‘hard’ but not 
working ‘smart’ in that they select interventions that have little chance of 

enhancing student academic achievement.”
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(Marzano, Waters, & McNulty, 2005)



Building Blocks of Focus Questions
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≫ Descriptive 
> Example: In what areas of the state math 

test are our EL students growing?
≫ Hypothesis-driven

> Example: What is the relationship between 
students who attend extended school year 
(ESY) and student growth in reading?

≫ About effectiveness 
> Example: How effective is our breakfast in 

the classroom program on increasing 
attendance for our economically 
disadvantaged students?



Critical Attributes of Effective Focus Questions

≫ Clear
≫ Enduring
≫ Requires data to answer or solve it
≫ Asset-driven
≫ Free of pre-conceived bias
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Poll: Effective v. Ineffective Focus Questions
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≫ Why are ELs not meeting growth targets?
> Deficit-driven
> Not enduring

≫ Why are SWDs the lowest performers on the ELA assessment?
> Deficit-driven
> Pre-conceived bias

≫ Why do so many ED students have high absenteeism?
> Deficit-driven
> Unclear
> Does it require data to answer the question? 

≫ How effective are the systems of support to meet EL, SWD, and ED student academic achievement?
> Enduring
> Requires data to answer the question



≫ Develop a focus question for a current 
initiative that is important to you. 

≫ Designate a reporter for your small 
breakout groups:
> Share focus questions.
> Discuss the critical attributes of the focus 

questions.
≫ Provide highlights to the larger group.
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Breakout Session: Think, Ink, and Discuss 



Breakout Session: Data Inventory Sketch
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≫ To understand and 
address your focus 
question:
> What data do you 

have?
> What data do you 

need?



Four Types of Data
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Student Learning

Demographic Perception

School Processes

Question
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Student Learning 
Data
≫ Information about what 

students know and can do
≫ Summarizes what students  

have learned, not how the 
teacher taught the material

≫ Formative or summative



Demographic Data
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≫ Information about the people in the 
classroom and school

≫ Students
> Gender
> Ethnicity
> SES

≫ Staff/Schools
> Years of experience
> Certifications

≫ Describes trends



Perception Data
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≫ Information about what staff, 
students, caregivers, and other 
stakeholders think about how learning 
takes place in the classroom and in the 
school

≫ Ways to obtain perception data 
include surveys, focus groups, 
interviews, etc.



School Processes Data
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≫ What are the structures and processes 
in our school that support student 
learning?

≫ How do our processes and structures 
help students learn, teachers teach, 
and leaders lead? 
> Continuous improvement process
> Learning modalities 
> Differentiated instruction
> Collaborative communities



Breakout Session: Sort That Data! 
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≫ Sort data from the brainstorm 
activity into the four types of data.

≫ What data do you have?
≫ What data do you need?
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Next Steps

≫ Intersession assignment
≫ Lunch and Learn
≫ Invite others to view 

asynchronous webinar 



Intersession Assignment: Demographic Data 
Inventory
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≫ Review Focus Question
≫ Complete Data Demographic Inventory on one student 

subgroup
≫ Should take about 1 hour to complete
≫ Remember the data-driven decision-making questions:

> What data do I have?
> What data do I need?



Lunch and Learn
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≫ Join us for 1 hour between sessions:
> Network with colleagues
> Discuss questions about how to use data to support your students
> Learn more about the Learning Community series
> First Lunch and Learn: Wednesday, October 7, 12:00 p.m.–1:00 p.m.



Learning Community Topics, Dates, and Times
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Topic Date Time 
Introduction 8/20/2020 4:00-5:00 p.m.

8/25/2020 10:00-11:00 a.m.

Understanding Data 9/24/2020 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Collecting and Organizing Data 10/15/2020 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Analyzing and Interpreting Data 11/19/2020 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Identifying Action Steps 12/17/2020 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Planning for Action Steps Implementation 1/21/2021 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Piloting Action Steps                    3/4/2021 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Adjusting Action Steps 4/15/2021 3:30-5:00 p.m.

Formalizing and Documenting Processes and Outcomes 5/13/2021 3:30-5:00 p.m.
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Questions, Comments, Insights?
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